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East Anglia Offshore Limited (EAOL) appointed Optimised Environments (OPEN), a landscape design and architectural practice, to 
develop a design approach to the external architectural appearance of the East Anglia ONE (EA ONE) substation building, which 
can be applied to the proposed substations required for future phases of the East Anglia Offshore Wind Farm (proposed East Anglia 
THREE (EA THREE) and potential ‘East Anglia Future Project’ (EAF)), which are herein collectively referred to as the ‘East Anglia 
Bramford Connection Developments’. 

This Architectural Report has been prepared as further information to guide and inform the Substation Detailed Design Document 
(EA1-CON-F-GBE-008553) for EA ONE. The design approach outlined for EA ONE may also provide principles in terms of the form, 
colour and materials applicable to all of the East Anglia Bramford Connection Developments. It forms part of EAOL’s commitment 
on EA ONE to undertake ‘Design Review’ in conjunction with the Local Planning Authorities and Design Council.  

This Architectural Report has been prepared with advice from OPEN and Iberdrola (IEC) technical engineers, following suggestions 
from the Design Council that EAOL works with an architect to develop an architectural vocabulary that can be applied to the East 
Anglia Bramford Connection Developments throughout all phases of the project. This document provides design proposals for the 
appropriate solutions for external architectural treatment to the East Anglia Bramford Connection Developments. 

The Architectural Report considers the existing landscape context and develops an external treatment to the East Anglia Bramford 
Connection Developments that responds successfully to the surrounding context and consultation responses received and that 
speaks a clear and appropriate architectural language. The treatment proposed ensures that the substation is sensitive to place, 
with visual impacts minimised as far as practical by the use of appropriate design, building materials, shape, layout, coloration and 
finishes, whilst considering the functional constraints of the East Anglia Bramford Connection Developments. 

This Architectural Report includes an overview of the approach taken based on the established design parameters, principles in 
existing documentation and advice provided by local planning authorities and the Design Council (Section 3); consideration of the 
form of the East Anglia Bramford Connection Developments (Section 4); colour analysis and review of potential façade colours 
for the external treatment of the East Anglia Bramford Connection Developments (Section 5); review of material options for the 
primary form (Section 6) and conclusions relating to the proposed solution for the external appearance of the East Anglia Bramford 
Connection Developments in terms of form, colour and materials (Section 7).

1 Introduction
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2 Executive Summary 

Kingspan trapezoidal steel cladding

A composite steel panel, meaning that in one single component is contained the inner steel lining sheet (the internal finish to the 
building), insulation, plus outer painted steel sheet. Cost effective, readily obtainable, easily applied, maintenance free and long-
lasting. Manufacturer’s recommended construction details and a suite of standard junction and jointing components make for an 
industrial, utilitarian and ‘boxlike’ architectural language. Its painted metal surface is completely uniform in tone and obviously man-
made, however there is a wide range of colours and finishes which allow for the cladding colour to suit the site context. Non-standard 
details can be incorporated, it is relatively light-weight and is commonly used as a part of rural infrastructure development.

Marley Eternit Profile 6

A single skin fibre-cement sheet product, meaning that to achieve an overall insulated wall construction it is applied as one of several 
layers (rather than the composite single Kingspan panel), i.e. full wall build-up would comprise an inner steel liner sheet, insulation, 
vapour barrier, and finally the Profile 6 outer sheet. Cost effective, readily obtainable, easily applied, maintenance free and long-
lasting. Widely and commonly used throughout the UK rural landscape in agricultural buildings and so it is already a common and 
generally accepted material to see not only in the landscape but also over large expanses of building. Manufacturer’s standard 
details and components are available, but Profile 6 is also extensively and increasingly used in high-end architectural projects where 
its versatility allows it to be readily adapted at joints and junctions to create crisp and bespoke architectural language. Its surface 
finish, especially in natural ‘Farmscape’ grey, is matt and subtly varied in tone due to its cementitious make-up.

Conclusions
The most appropriate articulation of form is to visually split the EA Bramford Connection Developments into two distinct elements, this 
breaks the overall mass of the building down and creates a ‘lower’ horizontal emphasis. It is proposed that wall-head heights have a 
uniform level, to present the building as a more crisp and contemporary form. The optimum colour solution is considered to be a dark 
grey / anthracite base element and a visually lighter/mid-grey upper building element. 

Two particular material options are preferred: Kingspan Trapezoidal steel cladding, and Marley Eternit Profile 6 fibre cement sheet. 
Both options could work very well for the cladding of the EA Bramford Connection Developments based on the form and articulation of 
the building. Despite Profile 6 being considered the optimum in terms of appearance, the subtle differences that would be achieved, 
by the surface texture of the cement fibre would but lost at the distance the site is likely to be viewed. Furthermore, the aesthetic rural 
characteristics of the material would also be influenced by the presence of adjacent electrical equipment. 

Kingspan Trapezoidal steel cladding has a series of significant technical advantages in terms of being a larger, lightweight and 
composite panel which provides safety benefits, shorter erection and installation programmes, reduced structural support requirements 
and minimises delivery vehicle movements. Therefore given both options are considered to work very well in using the identified form 
and articulation and are likely to be perceived as very similar, if not identical from distance, then due to its technical advantages it is 
proposed to use the Kingspan Trapezoidal cladding material for the EA Bramford Connection Developments.

Approach
The fundamental approach recommended is to design the EA Bramford Connection Developments with a simple architectural 
language which is conservative, considered, and appropriate to its context and setting.

Form
The basic overall form and size of the EA Bramford Connection Developments is already determined by the function of the development, 
although precise roof shape, wall head and base details and articulation generally may be influenced by the chosen cladding materials.

Given the nature of the building shape it is proposed that the most appropriate articulation of form in this case would be to visually split 
the EA Bramford Connection Developments into two distinct elements: a lower element running the full length of the buildings, plus an 
upper element housing the taller GIS building (for EA ONE) and convertor hall buildings (for EA THREE). This breaks down the overall 
mass of the EA Bramford Connection Developments, helps create a horizontal emphasis appropriate for such a landscape setting, 
and offers opportunities to readily introduce more than one colour / texture.

It is proposed that wall-head heights are marginally increased to a uniform level matching the currently proposed highest point, just 
above the roof ridge. The roof will still be to a shallow pitch behind wall-heads but from all ground level vantage points will be invisible 
behind a uniform, horizontal wall parapet: a simple way of restricting the number of visible junction detail types, and an opportunity to 
present the EA Bramford Connection Developments as a more crisp and contemporary form.

Colour
The EA Bramford Connection Developments are large in mass and orthogonal in form, i.e. they are neither of a scale nor an organic 
shape which would in any way lend itself to ‘blending in’ with landscape. For this reason, the use of typical soft landscape green / khaki 
/ fawn tones are not proposed for cladding colours: this presents the impression that the building can somehow hide in the landscape. 
Instead it is proposed to design a building envelope which sits unashamedly, yet quietly and comfortably, in the landscape. To that end, 
neutral colours are proposed, and a split in tones / shades to reinforce the break up of form described above. The optimum solution is 
considered to be a dark grey / anthracite base element which will tend to recede visually rather than stand out, and a visually lighter  / 
mid-grey upper building element: as this will often be seen often against a backdrop of sky, therefore a lighter grey colour on the higher 
parts of the building are likely to attract least attention against a typical UK overcast sky.

Materials
For the sake of completeness, and so as not to unduly exclude any material options that might be thought obviously inappropriate, 
an outline review of all basic cladding material groups has been undertaken specific to the site and the brief. The general outcome of 
this study suggests that a factory-made, large format sheet material with surface articulation is likely to provide the optimum cladding 
solution. From that subset two particular material options emerge: Kingspan Trapezoidal steel cladding, and Marley Eternit Profile 6 
fibre cement. Precent images for these two materials are presented in Appendix 1.
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3 Approach

3.1  Design Parameters - EA ONE Substation

3.1.1  Layout and Scale
In the design of the substation there are a number of important technical constraints which are inherent to the design, particularly 
in respect to the location, form and appearance of the key electrical equipment. The size of the EA ONE substation building is 
determined by the functional demands of the substation, the GIS 220kV system, practical restrictions and considerations, which 
results in a specific building form and electrical layout. The electrical layout of the EA ONE substation is shown opposite and an 
elevation of the GIS / control room building is illustrated below. The basic overall form and size of the EA ONE substation building is 
already determined, although the precise roof shape, wall head and base details and articulation generally may be influenced by the 
chosen cladding materials. The design criteria for the substation layout and buildings are relatively rigid, in order to comply with Health 
and Safety obligations, Electrical Safety Regulations and electrical design specifications. However, around these constraints other 
elements including the form, colour and materiality of the substation buildings have been considered and designed to ensure the 
substation responds as far as practical to a sense of place and visual impact. 

The key parameters in terms of footprint and building dimensions are as follows:

Development Consent Order 
Parameter Dimensions

Final Design Dimensions

Maximum compound footprint: 150m x 190m Site Compound: 150m x 190m

Total footprint of GIS building: 130m x 85m GIS Building: 33.49m x 14.7m

Maximum height of buildings: 21m GIS Building:

Control Building:

Statcom Buildings:

12m

5m

8m

Not to scale

Above 3D Model of EA ONE Substation showing electrical layout and basic form of the GIS/Control Room Building

Above Elevation showing basic form of EA ONE substation building

1

2
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Diagram 5.22 Typical Layout of a 1000MW HVDC Converter Station 
 

5.6.13 Onshore Substation (s) construction methods 

5.6.13.1 Site Establishment and Laydown Area  
 During construction of the substation(s), site establishment and laydown areas 463.

would be required.  The following would be required during the construction works:  

 Temporary construction management offices;  

 Canteen;  
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Diagram 5.22 Typical Layout of a 1000MW HVDC Converter Station 
 

5.6.13 Onshore Substation (s) construction methods 

5.6.13.1 Site Establishment and Laydown Area  
 During construction of the substation(s), site establishment and laydown areas 463.

would be required.  The following would be required during the construction works:  

 Temporary construction management offices;  

 Canteen;  

3.2  Design Parameters - EA THREE

3.2.1  Layout and Scale
The layout and scale of the proposed EA THREE substation is determined by functional 
requirements, practical restrictions and considerations, which result in a specific building 
form and electrical layout. The maximum case for the proposed EA THREE substation is for 
two adjacent onshore substations within the same compound. Onshore substation refers to 
the onshore converter(s) contained within one or more Converter Hall Buildings, which will 
be located within the substation compound. The electrical layout for EA THREE is shown 
opposite and an elevation of the convertor hall buildings is illustrated below. Similar to EA 
ONE, the basic overall form and size of these larger convertor hall buildings is already 
determined, although the precise roof shape, wall head and base details and articulation 
generally may be influenced by the chosen cladding materials. 

The key parameters in terms of footprint and building dimensions for EA THREE  are as 
follows:

Dimensions

Maximum compound footprint: 160m x 190m

Convertor Hall Building Dimensions: 116m x 85m

Maximum height of Convertor Hall Buildings: 25m

Maximum height of Control Room Building: 9m

The layout and scale of East Anglia ‘Future Projects’ is not currently known, however it is 
likely that the buildings will take a similar form to either EA ONE or EA THREE and that it will 
be be able to apply the principles outlined in this report.

> Approach (continued)
25

m

Not to scale

9m

Convertor Hall BuildingControl Room

Above 3D Model of EA THREE  Substation showing electrical layout and basic form of the Convertor Hall Buildings

Above Elevation showing basic form of EA THREE / Future Projects substation building
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3.3  Key Design Principles

After setting out the main design parameters in terms of the functional requirements of 
the EA Bramford Connection Developments, a number of key design principles were 
established during the early stages of the design process and through consultations 
with the Local Planning Authorities (Suffolk County Council and Suffolk District Council) 
and the Design Council. These principles and advice are summarised as follows.

3.3.1  Design Principles Statement
The ‘Outline Converter Station Design Principles Statement’ for EA ONE identifies key 
principles that should be addressed under DCO Requirement 10. The key principles 
relevant to the design of the EA ONE Substation Building include (not repeated in full):

•	 Design: sensitive to place, with visual impacts minimised as far as possible by 
the use of appropriate design, building materials, shape, layout, coloration and 
finishes;

•	 Height: substation building and ancillary equipment will be kept to a minimum and 
the slab level will be set at the lowest practical level;

•	 Landscaping: to minimise the visual intrusion, and respond to local landscape 
character and biodiversity; considered in the building design and layout of ancillary 
structures; and

•	 Design Review: The design should be subject to design review, in consultation 
with the relevant local authorities.

It should be noted that the these design principles applied to the larger convertor hall 
buildings originally proposed for EA ONE.

3.3.2  Principles of Good Design
The ‘Onshore Converter Station - Principles of Good Design’ document for EA ONE 
(EAOL, June 2013) (herein referred to as the ‘Design Principles Statement’ provides 
outline design principles and mitigation options for the EA ONE Substation, which were 
agreed in principle with Suffolk County Council and Mid Suffolk District Council. 

The design principles provided were strategic and reflected initial principles to be 
studied and discussed in further detail during the final design stages, in order to deliver 
a robust, sustainable scheme that achieves good industry practice. The key aspects 
of the outline design guidance for the EA ONE Substation are summarised as follows:

• Minimise the visual impact of the onshore substation and help incorporate the 
building within the surrounding rural landscape.

• The site for the substation building benefits from excellent existing screening. 
Additional screening can be accommodated within the site which is in keeping with 
the existing landscape character. 

• Indicative mitigation bunding and planting measures were proposed to ensure 
screening. 

• Integration of the building into the local landscape will be further assisted by 

detailed landscape design including planting using a selection of appropriate, 
indigenous species to increase site biodiversity.

• There are design opportunities to explore cladding and external finishes in 
an innovative way which responds to, and mimics, the local vernacular, thus 
minimising visual intrusion.

• The local vernacular is described as having ‘distinct vernacular style of wall 
treatments for barns, observed to be weatherboard cladding as stand-alone, or 
in combination with rendered or brick walls’ and ‘contemporary barn buildings 
generally clad in steel’.

• A simple agricultural form of building was considered appropriate for this location 
and that design considerations should focus on choice and articulation of facing 
materials.

• Materials and colour finish options for further consideration were proposed. An 
olive green colour was recommended for the walls and roof, to blend effectively in 
its surroundings, and grey/galvanised finish was proposed for openings.

• The building should use a restricted palette of materials and colours to reflect 
the local agricultural buildings and to blend with background and foreground 
vegetation. Timber cladding over steel shell was also expressed as an option that 
could be explored.

It should be noted that the these design principles applied to the larger convertor hall 
buildings originally proposed for EA ONE. The amendment from direct current (DC) 
technology to alternating current (AC) has resulted in a substantial reduction in the 
height of the substation building and adjacent large woodland blocks provide visual 
screening. The change in scale of the EA ONE substation necessitates a change in 
design approach from the principles set out in Design Principles Statement, as the 
EA ONE substation building will be smaller in size and seen in the context of external 
electrical infrastructure (and the nearby Bramford National Grid substation). The use 
of an agricultural building style for the substation appears to be less appropriate in this 
context. 

3.3.3  Design Review Advice
EAOL committed to undertaking further ‘Design Review’ in conjunction with the Local 
Planning Authorities and Design Council as one of the key principles to be addressed 
under DCO Requirement 10. 

An initial stage of design review works for the EA ONE substation was undertaken by 
EAOL, involving an initial review of substation building design concepts and the colour  
cladding options, considered in tandem with landscape design proposals for the area 
surrounding the EA ONE substation. The initial stages of this review were presented 
to the Local Planning Authorities (LPAs) in September 2015 and a design day was 
held with the Design Council in October 2015, when EAOL presented initial design 
review analyis, as a starting point for feedback from the LPAs and Design Council. The 
subsequent feedback received from the LPAs and Design Council is summarised as 
follows.

The Design Council

Consultation with the Design Council resulted in a number of design considerations. 
These include:

• Taking a longer-term approach to the design and intergration of the infrastructure 
by preparing a strategic masterplan, anticipating all future and current phases of 
development.

• Consideration of the overall impacts of the infrastructure projects to be anticipated, 
understood and managed and to develop an appropriate architectural response 
for each building.

• Working with an architect to develop an architectural vocabulary that can be applied 
to the buildings throughout all phases of the project to achieve a functional, simple, 
crisply detailed substation building that responds successfully to the surrounding 
context, speaks a confident architectural language and responds to the views of 
the local community.

• Use of a palette of colour that helps achieve a ‘quiet’ appearance, avoiding high 
levels of reflection.

The Design Council’s comments are included in Full in Appendix 3.

Local Planning Authority Design Advice

Mid-Suffolk District Council provided the following advice in respect of the substation 
building:

• Supportive of a long-term approach and a Strategic Master Plan document for the 
site which demonstrates how current and future proposals are likely to respond to 
the local context, including the existing National Grid complex.

• Reiterates and supports the comments made by the Design Council to design a 
simple, functional, and crisply detailed building which uses confident architectural 
language rather than one which has a conventional utilitarian appearance. 

• The use of visually interesting but recessively coloured materials could help 
achieve this objective, such as weathered steel.

• Consideration is required as to the choice of surface materials to ensure that 
they respond to the local context. e.g. the use of concrete roadways can be more 
appropriate in an agricultural environment. 

• Review of fencing proposals with the view to using a robust ‘mesh type’ fence that 
affords better opportunities to soften the appearance of the sub-station site.

The key feedback received from the LPAs and Design Council was that while the 
operational and visual changes brought about by the EA ONE substation will be relatively 
small, the future phases of infrastructure development (EA THREE / Future Projects) 
may have larger effects, with the EA ONE substation setting precedents for future 
phases and presenting an opportunity to establish a successful long-term approach 
for the area. On this basis, further review of the the design and integration of the EA 
Bramford Connection Developments has been undertaken as part of this Architectural 
Report and in the preparation of a separate strategic landscape masterplan, anticipating 
all future and current phases of development. 

> Approach (continued)
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3.4  Existing Landscape Context
In general terms, the landscape around the EA Bramford Connection Developments is predominantly farmed agricultural land. Large 
open fields feature extensively around the site, which are mainly used for arable crops. Field boundaries are often hedgerows with 
occasionally with hedgerow trees and intermittent woodlands or woodland shelterbelts.

The EA Bramford Connection Developments are situated within the Ancient Plateau Claylands Landscape Character Type. The landscape 
is predominantly agricultural (arable) in nature with the land use pattern relating to the topography. Many of the field boundaries 
are a mixture of intact areas of hedgerow with mature trees, areas with some gaps or occasional trees, and large sections with no 
hedgerow. There are large areas of mature vegetation surrounding the site – blocks of ancient and semi-natural woodland, tree belts and 
hedgerows, which provide good natural screening of the site. These mature ‘grove’ woodlands will provide screening and backclothing 
to the EA Bramford Connection Developments, up to a certain height, above which the upper parts of the larger convertor hall buildings 
of EA THREE / Future Projects will be visible and seen against the sky. Communications include the busy A14 to the east, the rail line 
through the Gipping valley and a network of minor roads, tracks and footpaths in the west of the area. 

Pylon lines form linear man-made features in the landscape and cross through the surrounding countryside, converging on the existing 
sub-station at Bramford, which is itself a prominent feature in the local landscape. The presence of the adjacent Bramford Sub-station 
provides screening to the south and, in association with the pylons, establishes energy infrastructure as heavily intruding on the local 
landscape character.

The main settlement pattern in the area is of isolated farmsteads and small villages which are scattered throughout the landscape and 
often situated within the valleys. The local area is interspersed with farm buildings, barns and residential houses. To the east, lies the 
western edge of Ipswich which is visible in long views from elevated positions across the area. The settlements of Sproughton and 
Bramford extend the urban influence into the area. 

Views are extensive, particularly on higher ground and frequently open. Small woodland blocks and sections of hedgerow are seen in 
many views and can limit views in lower lying areas. Views into the site from immediate surrounding areas are generally restricted by 
existing vegetation. The plateau landform does provide a number of open views, but the network of lanes and tall hedges means that 
other areas can be more enclosed.

> Approach (continued)

Bramford National 
Grid Substation
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Local barn vernacular with dark weatherboard cladding Contemporary barn building clad in metal sheet

Great Blakenham CHP Plant Large scale farm building with solar roof

Source: All images above, Optimised Environments

4 Form
4.1  Substation Design Concepts
As part of the Design Review work, several design concepts for the substation building were considered, building upon the outline 
design principles identified in the Design Principles Statement. Further consideration was given to both the local building vernacular and 
other substation building design precedents, in order to understand the most suitable appearance for the substation in its landscape 
context. 

The local vernacular includes both agricultural buildings, existing substation buildings and electrical infrastructure. In the immediate 
area, the Bramford National Grid (NG) substation is the nearest building precedent and its appearance is a functional substation 
building with dark-grey metal sheet vertical cladding. The setting of the this substation building is also heaviliy influenced by the 
existing electrical infrastructure. The local agricultural vernacular in the surrounding landscape has distinct style of wall treatments 
for barns, observed to be dark weatherboard cladding as standalone, or in combination with rendered or brick walls, together with 
contemporary barn buildings generally clad in metal sheet. Examples of local modern industrial design were also considered. The 
Great Blakenham Combined Heat and Power (CHP) plant is as an example of a more expressive industrial building style in the local 
area, which uses changes in colour shade and materials to express its exterior building panels, however this building is located in an 
area with more urban influences than the site for the EA Bramford Connection Developments. Other large scale farm buildings in the 
area utilise large roof areas for solar panel arrays.

Three potential design options for the substation building were identified - ‘functional’, ‘vernacular’ and ‘expressive’, based upon the 
outline design principles, the local building vernacular and the landscape context of the site. 

These options are described as follows and illustrated on the following pages:

• Expressive option - An expressive building appearance that emphasises the substation. Panel and ‘dazzle’ patterns using shades
of green or grey or colour graduation patterns (dark to light).

• Functional option - A functional ‘electrical’ building appearance, consisting vertical steel cladding with an engineering brick base
course and muted colours. Appears functional as an electrical substation building.

• Vernacular option - A vernacular building appearance that appears similar to local agricultural/farm buildings and barn conversions, 
with horizontal timber cladding, brick base course and muted/dark colours.

The expressive, vernacular and functional design options for the substation building were reviewed using facade rendered images and 
indicative photomontage visualisations to consider each option in relation to the baseline conditions at the site and inform the most 
appropriate approach to the treatment of the substation building. These substation design concepts are considered further over the 
following pages.

Bramford National Grid Substation Building Bramford National Grid Substation Electrical Infrastructure
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Source: Kingspan

• An expressive building appearance that emphasises the substation. 
• The expressive option emphasises the substation as a feature in the landscape, 

using panel and dazzle pattern and colour graduation (dark to light). 
• There are a examples of large buildings that use changes in colour and pattern 

to express elements of the building (including the nearby Great Blakenham CHP 
plant), which can be quite effective, but it does depend on context. 

• The landscape context of the site is essentially agricultural, with electrical 
infrastructure influences. 

• Further patterns on the substation cladding may increase complexity when viewed 
with external electrical infrastructure, although a dark to light colour gradation 
appears recessive.

• An expressive substation building which is effectively hidden by mitigation planting 
would be inconsistent.

• An expressive approach is considered more appropriate for urban fringe/urban 
areas, than the rural context of the site. Expressive building appearance was ruled 
out in favour of a quieter, more subdued appareance.

EXPRESSIVE

> Form (continued)

IIlustration of expressive substation design - ‘panel and dazzle’ cladding pattern
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Illustrative photomontage of ‘expressive’ substation building cladding (panel and dazzle)

Wider panorama showing context
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Source: Optimised Environments

• A vernacular building appearance that appears similar to local agricultural/farm 
buildings and barn conversions.

• Either dark grey horizontal weather board/timber cladding, with brick base course; 
or contemporary barn buildings generally clad in metal sheet.

• The vernacular option would combine a rural vernacular with electrical infrastructure, 
as it will be seen in the context of external electrical infrastructure and the nearby 
Bramford National Grid substation. The use of an agricultural building style for the 
substation appears to be less appropriate in this context. 

• The substation building is located at relative distance from settlements/roads/paths, 
therefore vernacular style may not be acknowledged or recognised by people. 

• A vernacular substation building which is effectively hidden by screen planting 
would be inconsistent with the concept of expressing a vernacular building style.

• Precedent established by dark grey colour of barns considered appropriate to apply 
to the EA Bramford Connection Developments (although darker colours considered 
less appropriate for upper parts of substation buildings and larger convertor halls).

VERNACULAR

> Form (continued)

IIlustration of vernacular substation design - metal sheet and timber cladding

IIlustration of vernacular substation design - dark grey horizontal weatherboard/brick base course
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Illustrative photomontage of ‘vernacular’ substation building cladding (timber cladding and metal sheet)

Illustrative photomontage of ‘vernacular’ substation building cladding (dark grey cladding)
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• A functional ‘electrical’ building appearance relates directly to functional requirements 
of electrical substation. 

• Vertical cladding with muted colours, with engineering brick base course.
• ‘Typical’ substation building .
• The functional option is in keeping with the general substation typology and appears 

appropriate in the landscape context. 
• Muted dark green or dark grey colours allow the substation building to recede 

against the backcloth views of woodland and sky. 
• A functional substation building would be appropriate in the context of additional 

screening planting.
• A simple, functional, crisply detailed substation building forming a simple solution 

appears most appropriate in the landscape context and was taken forward as the 
preferred substation design concept, while also incorporating the dark grey colour 
precedent established in the local vernacular.

• Potential to include non-standard details to vary the form, such as raising the wall-
head heights to create the appearance of a flat roof and more contemporary form.

FUNCTIONAL

> Form (continued)

IIlustration of functional substation design - dark grey

IIlustration of functional substation design (dark green)

Source: Iberdrola
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Illustrative photomontage of ‘functional’ substation building cladding (dark green)
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Basic overall form dictated by engineering design. 

Possible scope for minor alterations/refinements subject to favoured emerging design solution.

Form broken down into two distinct elements: one larger/taller, one lower/smaller. 

Tends to emphasise both height and bulk of larger element, so perhaps not ideal.

Form broken down into two distinct elements: one low and long for full building length, plus a separate 
upper element. 

Tends to emphasise horizontality - good for landscape setting. 

Distracts from height and bulk of larger building element. 

Offers opportunity for visually lighter materials/colour to upper portion. 

As for option 2, but with some further articulation. 

Might tend to inadvertantly attract attention, where essentially none desired.  

Possibly more suited to an urban setting.

Diagrammatic long elevation: basic form

Option 1

Option 2 (Preferred Option)

Option 3

> Form (continued)

Not to scale

4.2  Cladding Treatment - Options to Break Down Form
The ‘functional’ design concept is considered most appropriate for the EA Bramford Connection Developments in relation to the baseline 
conditions at the site. Although the basic overall form and size of the substation is determined through its functional requirements, the 
precise roof shape, wall head and base details and articulation generally may be influenced by the chosen cladding materials.

Further design review of the overall form and cladding treatment was undertaken, in order to consider options to break down the form of 
the building in a way that addresses its scale  and presents the EA Bramford Connection Developments as a more contemporary form. 
This review is presented as a series of sketches considering options to break down the form of both the EA ONE substation building and 
the EA THREE convertor hall buildings.

EA ONE
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> Form (continued)

Basic overall form dictated by engineering design.

Possible scope for minor alterations/refinements subject to favoured emerging design solution.

Form broken down into two distinct elements: one primarily low and long plus a seperate upper element.

The lower element locally extends full height to break up overall mass and add a degree of interest.

As for option 2, but with different proportions.

As for options 1 and 2 generally, but with a stepped roof profile to avoid such large parapet upstands.

Not to scale

Form broken down into two distinct elements: one low and long for full building length, plus a seperate 
upper element to emphasise horizontality. 

May help distract from height and bulk of larger building elements. 

EA THREE

Diagrammatic long elevation: basic form

Option 1a

Option 1b

Option 2

Option 3 (Preferred Option)
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> Form (continued)

4.3  Form - Conclusion/Summary
Given the nature of the EA Bramford Connection Developments building shape and scale, it is proposed that the most appropriate 
articulation of form in this case would be to visually split the substation buildings into two distinct elements: a lower element running the 
full length of the buildings, with an upper element housing the higher parts of the GIS building (EA ONE substation) and convertor hall 
buildings (EA THREE). This breaks the overall mass of the buildings down, create a lower horizontal emphasis to ‘ground’ the buildings 
and offers opportunities to readily introduce more than one colour / texture to further break down the form of the buildings.

It is proposed that wall-head heights are marginally increased to a uniform level matching the currently proposed highest point, just above 
the roof ridge. It is considered appropriate to hide the shallow pitched roof behind a horizontal upstand, to present a more contemporary 
form. The roof would still be to a shallow pitch behind wall-heads, but from all ground level vantage points will be invisible behind a uniform, 
horizontal wall parapet: a simple way of restricting the number of visible junction detail types, and an opportunity to present the building as 
a more crisp and contemporary form. This building form takes some cues from other local modern industrial designed buildings, such as 
the Great Blakenham Combined Heat and Power (CHP) plant (which utilises a flat roof to create a contemporary building form, see photo 
page 8). An example alternative detail for a parapet upstand at the roof and gutter is shown below (note it would be relatively simple to 
design out the ‘crank’ on the front face of the capping flashing to create a cleaner detail).

EA ONE elevation, basic form

EA THREE elevation, basic formNot to scale
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5 Colour

Colours on site:
5.1  Colour Testing
A colour comparison exercise was undertaken to inform the choice of colour for the EA Bramford Connection Developments. A range of 
existing colours in the landscape at the site were sampled and compared as potential colour options for the substation, with these colours 
from the local landscape identified in Kingspan metal sheet material colour options. 

Indicative photomontage images of the substation were produced from a computer model of the EA ONE substation to compare each 
colour option in relation to the baseline conditions at the site and the prevailing colours in the landscape. Indicative colour comparison 
photomontages taken during summer are shown on the following pages, with additional spring and winter season images shown in Appendix 
2. The site layout, location and scale of these images are not representative of the final on site solution, but were used for the purpose of
colour comparison and choice.

The bolder/brighter colours tested were observed as being more expressive, tending to draw attention to the EA Bramford Connection 
Developments and were not considered appropriate in this rural context. The visualisations and colour comparison confirmed that the EA 
Bramford Connection Developments should be ‘quiet’ in appearance, as far as possible, with the colour palette used to blend and integrate 
into existing landscape context. 

Recessive mid to dark grey colours were considered to be most suitable to integrate the substation with the colour of the landscape across 
the seasons, particularly as the EA Bramford Connection Developments will generally be seen in the context of, or or back-dropped by either 
large woodland blocks or sky. The most effective colours in the context of the local landscape, considered most appropriate for the colour of 
the EA Bramford Connection Developments, were Olive Green (or Nato Green) and Mid to Dark Grey (as represented by ‘Pylon’ colour), with 
the latter grey colour option considered to be the most suitable for the EA Bramford Connection Developments because:

• it is a recessive colour in the landscape;
• it avoids a strong contrast with the existing site conditions across the seasons and different backdrops;
• it is appropriately ‘conservative’ in appearance;
• the existing Bramfield substation is dark grey in colour; and
• it will be seen alongside grey electrical infrasturcture.

The articulation of this preferred mid to dark grey colour is considered further in relation to the materials for the cladding of the EA Bramford 
Connection Developments in Section 6. The optimum colour solution for the EA Bramford Connection Developments is considered to be a dark 
grey / anthracite base element which will tend to recede visually rather than stand out, and a visually lighter/mid grey upper building element, 
which will tend to be least visible against sky.

View over farmland and mature woodland

View over farmland to National Grid 
substation and mature woodland setting 
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2 - Summer

 
1 - Fence

 
3 - Pylon

 
4 - Sky

 
5 - Hedge

 
6 - Shed

Summer Comparison of potential substation colour options - colours on site> Colour (continued)

*Please	note	that	these	visualisations	were	created	for	colour	comparison	/	illustrative	purposes	only	and	do	not	show	the	final	layout	and	appearance	of	the	EA	ONE	Substation.
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7	-	Camouflage

 
8 - Mushroom

 
9 - Lolite

 
10 - Olive Green

 
11 - Wedgewood  
 Blue

 
12 - Bottle Green

Summer Comparison of potential substation colour options - Kingspan colours> Colour (continued)

*Please	note	that	these	visualisations	were	created	for	colour	comparison	/	illustrative	purposes	only	and	do	not	show	the	final	layout	and	appearance	of	the	EA	ONE	Substation.
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6 Materials

6.1  Consideration of Material Options
Consideration of substation cladding proposals and fundamental material options for the EA Bramford Connection Developments 
has been undertaken, with the key factors worthy of assessment including:

• Cost - Is the material cost effective, not only in terms of initial capital cost but also relative to whole life cycle?

•	 Engineering - Meet the functional demands and practical restrictions of a substation to meet Health and Safety obligations 
and Electrical Safety Regulations. Material has to be suitable to maintain the correct temperature and humidity environment 
within the building.

• Robustness - Is the material resistant to wear and impact? Is it resistant to attack by insects and animals? Is it resistant to fire?

• Durability / longevity - Will the material stand the test of time both practically (without significant replacement / maintenance) 
and aesthetically (will it look suitable in years to come)?

• Sustainability - Is the material sustainably produced? Is it available locally (in the UK)? Does it have a longevity that means 
it will should not require replacement for many years to come?

• Maintenance - Does the material require maintenance? Does its appearance alter significantly with age?

• Availability - Is the material readily available? Can it be sourced within the UK? Is it on a long lead-in period? Can replacement 
sections / parts / elements be readily procured?

• Ease of application - Is the material readily worked on site? Can it be applied relatively quickly? Does it require any onerous 
structural framing support? Can its application in a consistent, uniform manner be assured?

• Visual aesthetic / familiarity in landscape - Does the material sit comfortably within the landscape? Is it appropriate for a 
rural setting? Is it appropriate for large expanses of wall?

The relative advantages and disadvantages of a number of fundamental material options for the EA Bramford Connection 
Developments are explored further as follows. The use of glass as a material option for the EA Bramford Connection Developments 
has not been considered any further as part of this review due to previous consultation comments received, which rule out this 
material for large areas of the EA Bramford Connection Developments.
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MASONRY: stone, brick, block, (render)
PROS

• Durable and long lasting. If executed well, and detailed properly, should stand the test of time and in some 
instances improve with weathering.

• Resistant to impact.
• Resistant to insect attack and not flammable.
• Sustainable, largely due to longevity although specific stone supply from particular quarries not an infinite 

source.
• Maintenance free (although in the case of render it might require replacement within 20 years or so).

CONS

• Expensive in all cases to build. Expensive materials costs in the cases of stone and brick.
• Stone not always readily available in consistent quantities.
• Availability of large quantities of brick can be troublesome depending on manufacturer’s order book.
• Time consuming to apply. Requires skilled tradespeople. Requires onerous secondary structural support, 

foundations and bracketry.
• Not commonly used on large expanses of facades in rural settings.
• Restrictions in colour availability.
• Rarely used for large scale functional or electrical buildings in an agricultural setting.

> Materials (continued)

Source: London Olympics Substation (NORD)
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Source: Substation Rou Pouplin (Dethier Architecture)

Source: Hill of Banchory Biomass Energy Centre (Optimised Environments)

TIMBER

PROS

• Relatively cost effective.
• Durable if specified and detailed properly.
• Sustainable if sourced correctly.
• Can be low maintenance subject to precise specification.
• Readily available.
• Readily and quickly worked on site. No onerous framing nor structural requirements.
• Visually comfortabe within rural landscape setting.

CONS

• Public perception tends towards it being of short lifespan. 
• Labour intensive and time consuming to apply.
• Requires additional treatment and long term maintenance in order to avoid deterioration of the timber. If to be 

paint/stain treated (for visual effect), that treatment must typically be reapplied every 5-6 years.
• Requires additional insulation layers as part of building skin.
• Fire risk is more severe in substation and would require additional fire protection systems.
• Susceptible to insect attack (although can be treated against them).
• Susceptible to vandalism and impact.

> Materials (continued)
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Source: Kingspan, Flat Panel

METAL SHEET (factory made corrugated sheet / flat 
panel cassettes) 
e.g. Kingspan trapezoidal KS1000/2000 steel composite cladding

PROS

• Corrugated sheets very cost effective.
• Very durable and long lasting.
• Large, lightweight panels allow quick and easy installation.
• Complete cladding system (no additional layers required)
• Very low maintenance / maintenance free.
• Resistant to insect attack and not flammable.
• Material can be recycled.
• Readily available (although flat panel sheets have to be made to order rather than off the shelf ).
• Readily and quickly worked and applied on site. No particularly onerous framing nor structural requirements.
• 25 year warranty available (potentially increasing to 40 years with new insulation core material soon to be

introduced).
• Kingspan insulated panels manufactured with steel containing 20-25% recycled content. The panels last 40+

years after which the metal can be recycled.
• Wide standard colour range allows consideration and selection of appropriate colours for site context.
• Precedent for use in rural settings in corrugated form, such as for large agricultural buildings.
• Some potential to include bespoke flashing profiles around building edges and openings to achieve ‘crisper’

detailing (with no issues for warranty).

CONS

• Susceptible to impact damage.
• Corrugated sheet tends to have a simple, conventional/utilitarian and aesthetically rather heavy visual

appearance.
• Painted metallic surface may be reflective to some degree.
• Bespoke flashing profiles and edges unlikely to have a major overall effect on appearance, with crisper, more

contemporary bespoke detailing at edges likely to be difficult to achieve with trapazoidal flat panel products.
• Crisper architectural detailing may be achieved in flat panel form or with micro-rib cladding, however this

product is generally used in commercial and retail urban sectors and relatively rarely in a rural context.

> Materials (continued)

Source: Kingspan Corrugated Sheet (Trapezoidal)
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> Materials (continued)

Source: Egtved Kompressor Station (Copper) (C.F Mueller)

Source: Dezeen Switchgear Station (Zinc) (C.F Mueller)
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METAL SHEET (hand worked lead/copper/zinc, etc, 
weathered [Corten] steel)
PROS

• Relatively robust (although can be susceptible to impact damage).
• Very durable and long lasting. Appearance can improve with age.
• Sustainable, largely due to longevity.
• Maintenance free.
• Readily available (with the exception of weathered steel which would be bespoke).

CONS

• Expensive, especially so in the case of weathered steel.
• Susceptible to theft for scrap value.
• Highly skilled and lengthy process to apply, especially in large areas. 
• Requires additional layers to be installed as part of building skin.
• Not necessarily comfortable aesthetically in a rural setting, especially over such large facades.
• Weathered steel liable to be heavy requiring enhanced structure.
• Weathered steel panels would be bespoke, which has long lead-in times for construction and/or replacement.
• Weathered steel water run off may tend to stain adjacent finishes / surrounding ground.



> Materials (continued)

Source: Marley Eternit
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Source: Eik Frenzel
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FIBRE CEMENT SHEET
e.g. Marley Eternit Profile 6
PROS

• Cost effective.
• Robust, wholly inert. 
• Resistant to insect attack, not flammable.
• Durable and long lasting.
• Maintenance free.
• Readily available (UK manufactured).
• Offers a number of sustainability benefits when considered over their whole lifecycle. At the end of their life, 

fibre cement products can be recycled.
• Readily and quickly worked and applied on site. No particularly onerous framing nor structural requirements.
• Commonly seen throughout rural UK on large buildings.
• Scope to pursue bespoke detailing which could offer a crisper appearance in particular at building edges and 

openings.
• Visually has a relatively matt appearance with subtle variations in tone inherent with being cementitious, the 

effect of which can be to offer a calmer, more subdued appearance that blends in to the landscape.

CONS

• Heavy panels mean an increased mass of the cladding system leading to heavier primary and secondary 
framework components and larger foundations.

• Small sheets are more time consuming to install than other cladding products.
• Requires additional layers to be installed as part of building skin.
• Not particularly impact resistant.
• Uncertain sustainability in terms of cement content, which requires the extraction and treatment of raw 

minerals.  
• Relatively limited colour pallete available, e.g. just ‘Anthracite’ and ‘Natural Grey’ as standard grey colour 

options unless colour is applied.



6.2  Material Study - Primary Form 
Following the review of material options that are available for the EA Bramford Connection Developments, it is considered that there are two particular preferred material options: Kingspan Trapezoidal steel cladding and Marley Eternit Profile 6 fibre cement sheet. 
Both options could work very well for the cladding of the EA Bramford Connection Developments based on the form and articulation of the substation buildings. When viewed from a distance, as will often be the case for the EA Bramford Connection Developments, 
as most of the main receptors are located some distance away (with intervening woodland screening restricting views) both solutions would be likely to be perceived as very similar, if not identical. The key, and relatively subtle, differences are in the nature of the 
surface treatment of the fibre cement sheet, which is visually muted and has modest variations in tone, which may be visible from close range, plus the likelihood that this fibre cement sheet could be detailed in a crisper and more contemporary architectural language. 
Rendered images of the primary form of the EA ONE substation building and EA THREE convertor hall buildings, with these cladding materials using dark grey colour options are shown across the following pages, together with illustrative photomontages (of EA ONE) 
from the closest public bridleway. 

> Materials (continued)

Fibre Cement Corrugated Sheet
Anthracite (Dark Grey) Base, Mid Grey Upper

Illustrative cross section of proposed EA ONE substation facade with fibre cement sheet cladding, anthracite base and mid grey upper
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Illustrative oblique view of proposed EA ONE substation facade with fibre cement sheet cladding, anthracite base and mid grey upper



Illustrative photomontage of potential architectural treatment of EA ONE substation building with fibre cement corrugated sheet, anthracite lower element and mid-grey upper, with uniform wall-head height

Fibre Cement Corrugated Sheet Anthracite (Dark Grey) Base, Mid Grey Upper

> Materials (continued)
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Kingspan Trapezoidal Wall Panels
Merlin Grey Base, Goosewing Grey Upper

> Materials (continued)

Illustrative cross section of proposed EA ONE substation facade with Kingspan cladding, merlin grey base and goosewing grey upper

Illustrative oblique view of proposed EA ONE substation facade with Kingspan cladding, merlin grey base and goosewing grey upper
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Illustrative photomontage of potential architectural treatment of EA ONE substation building with Kingspan Trapezoidal Wall Panels, Merlin Grey lower element and Goosewing Grey upper, with uniform wall-head height

Kingspan Trapezoidal Wall Panels Merlin Grey Base, Goosewing Grey Upper

> Materials (continued)
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Kingspan Trapezoidal Wall Panels
Anthracite Base, Merlin Grey Upper

> Materials (continued)

Illustrative cross section of proposed EA ONE substation facade with Kingspan cladding, anthracite base and merlin grey upper

Illustrative oblique view of proposed EA ONE substation facade with Kingspan cladding, anthracite base and merlin grey upper
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Illustrative photomontage of potential architectural treatment of EA ONE substation building with Kingspan Trapezoidal Wall Panels, Anthracite lower element and Merlin Grey upper, with uniform wall-head height

Kingspan Trapezoidal Wall Panels Anthracite Base, Merlin Grey Upper
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> Materials (continued)
EA THREE
Kingspan Trapezoidal Wall Panels, Anthracite Base, Merlin Grey Upper

Illustrative cross section of proposed EA THREE convertor hall facade with Kingspan cladding, anthracite base and merlin grey upper

Illustrative oblique view of proposed EA THREE convertor hall facade with Kingspan cladding, anthracite base and merlin grey upper
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6.3  Optimum Material Solutions
From the preceding study it is concluded that the most appropriate materials in this instance are either factory-made metal sheet or 
fibre cement sheet. Both are cost effective options (a necessity for cladding a structure of this size), readily available, durable and 
maintenance free. They are broadly similar in terms of overall general construction criteria and also appearance, being of large sheet 
format with vertical ribbed articulation. Further more investigation offers the following comparators:

METAL SHEET (Kingspan trapezoidal KS1000/2000 steel composite cladding)
• Built cost / sqm: approx. £40, including insulation etc, but excluding structure.
• Sheet size: 1.8m up to 20m length. Note, fixing centres dictate extent of secondary supporting structure so sheet length not 

directly related to extent of secondary structure required.
• Application: single composite sheet applied directly to secondary structure (purlins / rails).
• Joints between sheets: to manufacturer’s recommendations and using standard components to achieve full seal.
• Detailing / aesthetic: functional appearance, with limited scope to embellish or refine.

FIBRE	CEMENT	SHEET	(Marley	Eternit	Profile	6)
• Built cost / sqm: approx. £46, including insulation etc, but excluding structure.
• Sheet size: 1.2m up to 3m length. Note, max fixing rail centres 1825mm.
• Application: single skin Profile 6 sheet externally, laid over breather membrane, insulation, plus single skin metal internal liner 

panel, all of which applied to secondary structure (purlins / rails).
• Joints between sheets: to manufacturer’s recommendations and using standard components to achieve full seal.
• Detailing / aesthetic: functional appearance with proven scope to embellish or refine.

Both Kingspan and Profile 6 are cost effective and practical options for the external cladding of the EA Bramford Connection 
Developments. 

Overall system weight will depend on detailed design but it is clear that the Profile 6 is significantly heavier per sqm than the Kingspan 
Trapezoidal. This will require enhanced structure to support the heavier panels. This will impact on the size of secondary support 
steelwork, primary columns, base plates, foundation sizes and bearing capacity of the ground. Both systems offer a range of standard 
components to enable a weathertight envelope.

Whereas Kingspan detailing typically results in an overall utilitarian and aesthetically rather heavy visual appearance, there tends to 
be more scope with Profile 6 to pursue bespoke detailing which could offer a crisper, more refined appearance in particular at building 
edges and openings.

Whilst Kingspan provides a painted metallic surface, reflective to some degree, Profile 6 (especially in ‘Farmscape’) is more matt in 
appearance and has subtle variations in tone inherent with being naturally cementitious, the effect of which can be to offer a calmer   
and more subdued appearance which blends in to the landscape.

Both systems would offer the same internal metal sheet appearance and finish.

Both systems could broadly achieve the visual effect identified as being the optimum building envelope treatment, that is the mass 
of the building split into two elements horizontally, and with vertical ribbed cladding applied to each element: dark grey to the base 
course and lighter grey to the upper portion.

Profile 6 is directly associated with rural landscapes, being widely used throughout the UK in agricultural buildings both small and 
vast. It is also increasingly used specifically for its aesthetic properties to create subtle, crisply detailed buildings of all types within 
the landscape. Profile 6 will require additional layers (four part system) to be installed to meet the building specification. The greater 
volume and mass of materials to be transported to site will have an impact on the number of delivery vehicles movements. 

Kingspan as a product is associated with commercial/industrial and relatively functional development, often in urban or urban fringe 
areas, but also for large agricultural buildings or substation buildings. Kingspan Trapezoidal is manufactured in large sheets allowing 
for rapid installation, minimal fixings and shorter periods working at height. It is a complete cladding material comprising the necessary 
internal skin, vapour barriers, insulation and external skin in composite panel, minimising the number of delivery movements.  

> Materials (continued)
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C
olour palette and gradation 

(dark to light w
ith building height)

IIlustration of proposed EA ONE substation facade with anthracite base and merlin grey upper

7 Conclusions

The most appropriate articulation of form is to visually split the EA Bramford Connection Developments into two distinct elements: a 
lower element running the full length of the substation building, with an upper element housing the taller GIS building (for EA ONE) and 
convertor hall buildings (for EA THREE). This breaks the overall mass of the building down, creates a ‘lower’ horizontal emphasis and 
offers opportunities to introduce more than one colour / texture to the substation building. It is also proposed that wall-head heights 
have a uniform level: a simple way of restricting the number of visible junction details, and an opportunity to present the building as 
a more crisp and contemporary form. 

The optimum colour solution for the EA Bramford Connection Developments is considered to be a dark grey / anthracite base element 
which will tend to recede visually rather than stand out, and a visually lighter/mid grey upper building element, which will tend to be 
least visible against sky.

Two particular material options are preferred: Kingspan Trapezoidal steel cladding and Marley Eternit Profile 6 fibre cement sheet. 
Both options could work very well for the cladding of the EA Bramford Connection Developments based on the form and articulation 
described above. Both are cost effective. When viewed from a distance of several hundred meters or more both solutions would 
be likely to be perceived as very similar, if not identical. The key, and relatively subtle, differences are in the nature of the surface 
treatment of Profile 6, which is visually muted and has modest variations in tone, plus the likelihood that it could be detailed in a 
crisper and more contemporary architectural language. 

Despite Profile 6 being considered the optimum in terms of appearance, the subtle differences that would be achieved, by the surface 
texture of the cement fibre would but lost at the distance the site is likely to be viewed. Furthermore the aesthetic rural characteristics 
of the material would be impacted by the presence of adjacent electrical equipment, which may result in visual confusion of the overall 
site. Kingspan has been identified as also providing a system which can achieve the visual effect identified. Furthermore it has a 
series of significant technical advantages in terms of being a larger, lightweight and composite panel which provides safety benefits, 
shorter erection and installation programmes, reduced structural support requirements and minimises delivery vehicle movements. 

Therefore given both options are considered to work very well in using the identified form and articulation and are likely to be 
perceived as very similar from a distance, then due to its technical advantages it is proposed to use the Kingspan Trapezoidal 
cladding material for the EA Bramford Connection Developments.

The Design Council’s recommendation to engage an architect in the EA ONE substation design has been undertaken and is reflected 
in the design solutions described in this Architectural Report. The rationale for the design solution is comprehensively set out and it 
considered that the use of uniform wall-head heights achieves the crisp detailing advocated by the Design Council and that the colour 
and form of the substation building achieve an appropriate level of visual integration into the surrounding landscape.

Kingspan Trapezoidal Wall Panels
Anthracite Base, Merlin Grey Upper
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Kingspan Trapezoidal Wall Panels
Anthracite Base, Merlin Grey Upper

Appendix 1 - Precedent Imagery



FIBRE CEMENT SHEETING - PRECEDENT IMAGERY KINGSPAN TRAPEZOIDAL PANELS- PRECEDENT IMAGERY

Source: Eik Frenzel Source: Marley Eternit

Source: Marley Eternit

Source: Marley Eternit Source: Marley Eternit

Source: Architects Journal

Source: Optimised Environments

Source: Iberdrola

Source: Kingspan

Source: Infinity Roofing & Building Systems Source: specifiedby.com

Source: Iberdrola



Appendix 2 - Colour Testing



Spring Comparison of potential substation colour options - colours on site

 
1 - Fence

 
2 - Woodland

 
3 - Pylon

 
4 - Sky

 
5 - Hedge

 
6 - Shed

> Colour testing

*Please	note	that	these	visualisations	were	created	for	colour	comparison	/	illustrative	purposes	only	and	do	not	show	the	final	layout	and	appearance	of	the	EA	ONE	Substation.



7	-	Camouflage 8 - Mushroom

9 - Lolite 10 - Olive Green

11 - Wedgewood 
 Blue

12 - Bottle Green

Spring Comparison of potential substation colour options - Kingspan olours> Colour testing

*Please	note	that	these	visualisations	were	created	for	colour	comparison	/	illustrative	purposes	only	and	do	not	show	the	final	layout	and	appearance	of	the	EA	ONE	Substation.
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6 - Shed

Winter Comparison of potential substation colour options - colours on site> Colour testing

*Please	note	that	these	visualisations	were	created	for	colour	comparison	/	illustrative	purposes	only	and	do	not	show	the	final	layout	and	appearance	of	the	EA	ONE	Substation.
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Winter Comparison of potential substation colour options - Kingspan olours> Colour testing

*Please	note	that	these	visualisations	were	created	for	colour	comparison	/	illustrative	purposes	only	and	do	not	show	the	final	layout	and	appearance	of	the	EA	ONE	Substation.
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